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(Cont. frompage 20) time bogie passenger coaches

produced last year (cat.no.42383) was turned out with
the wrong lettering, white instead of yellow. Correct
vehicles have now been produced, and Maerklin say
the incorrect coaches can be replaced through their
dealers. To supplement this set is another, with a

l/2nd and two 2nd class coaches. The less well-
known manufacturers of small-run and expensive
models are not generally reported, but MFB
Burmester are making one of the Swiss curiosities

this year, the Olten Works Ta 2/2. The HO scale

model is being made exclusively for Hochstrasser

Modellbahnen in Lucerne, and features hinged
accumulator covers. The German tram manufacturer

HODL LINIE 8 is continuing its liaison with its

Swiss counterpart NAVEMO and is producing the

motorised trailer for the Tram 2000, Be 2/4, series

2401 2435, and the Tram 2000 articulated tram is

to be available in the SBB livery, with red front half
and green/white back half. Finally, the announcement

by HAG of the Re 450 S-Bahn loco this is to
be a joint venture with FLEISCHMANN, who

already make the 2nd class coach. HAG will make

the loco, while Fleischmann will make the coaches

to assemble a full S-Bahn set. Unfortunately, the
Fleischmann coaches are not full scale length, but at
least there will now be a full S-Bahn set.

Most of the items listed above are down to me

missing them at the show. This does not apply to
Maerklin, whose new items brochure is comprehensive.

I have checked through again and, apart from
the set of old-time coaches, there is no mention of
the other new items. I apologise for my omissions

this year and will try to, as teachers say, "do better

next time".

lit it I vol win it
Finished at last. Not too much from me this time as there isn't a lot of

room. I hope you like the use of colour. Because of the cost I am very restricted

in the placing of the pages and therefore decided to divorce the pictures
from the text and let them stand on their own with references to the articles

where required. I have had some wonderful articles written for this issue and

with two major series starting written by two renowned experts in their field I

am very confident for the future. Thanks to everyone who has written for the

Journal, you are all appreciated more than you know
A couple of managerial type things. I have received a fax from someone

about a Kitmaster kit recently advertised. Unfortunately it is too faint to make out names and telephone no.

If it was you I am sorry that I have been unable to reply or send on. Those of you waiting for your articles

to be published please be patient, at least if they are not in yet I cannot badger you for any more.
I have some travelogues which I have been unable to use so far. They are available from me, together with

pictures at 50p each including postage. Pay for them in stamps, say a 20p and 3xl0p.The articles are as follows:

1. Switzerland via the TGV - Summer 1999 - Phil Riley
2. By Train, Boat or Bus - how to get the most out of a Swiss Pass - Summer 1999 - Margaret Smith

3. ICN Special - March 2000 - A J Spencer
4. Switzerland with Festiniog Travel (RhB/FO/MOB) - Summer 1999 - Philip Elwin
Articles and good sharp photos are always wanted. When you send in photos or slides please put your

name and a caption on the rear. Post-it notes are ideal for this. The caption should include date taken and as

much detail as possible. A separate sheet listing the photos should also be enclosed.

Not many noticed the deliberate mistakes in the last two issues. Decmber should have been volume 5/12,

not 6/12 and the March issue somehow was dated January. I did get the volume right though. I really enjoyed

meeting many of you at the AGM. Stephen Barnes has agreed to become Photo Editor and is probably
wondering why I have not got round to discussing it with him a little more. I have just changed jobs (willingly!),
the magazine has taken up an inordinate amount of time and my long suffering wife wishes to see me occas-

sionally. Now that it is at last finished we can get going. We still await a commercial manager. Please ring if
interested. If colour is wanted it has to be paid for and more advertising will help.

Enjoy the summer, especially ifyou are going to Switzerland! Me? I'm off to Spain, under instructions naturally!
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